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Far cry 4 missions guide

Next Main Quests Prologue Prev The Basics Weapons All main quests are less than 50% of the completion of the game. Completing the main storyline can only be the beginning of your fun. After the last credits you can choose to stay on the Kyrat and take care of your unfinished business. At any moment in the game, you can enter the completion menu, where you can find your
current status, which depends on the items you've found, quests and activities you've completed. To reach the 100% completion of the game, you have to put some effort into it. - Complete 32 campaign missions - Complete 4 Shangri La missions - Complete 4 Longinus missions - Complete 4 Yogi &amp; Reggie Missions - Release 17 Bell Towers - Release 24 Outposts - Capture
4 Fortresses - Reach the 8th Karma Level - Buy 64 Weapons - Unlock 48 Skills - Craft 39 Item Upgrades - Travel with 18 Vehicles - Complete 8 Eye for An Eye - Complete 7 Assassination Quests - Complete 4 Hunting Control Quests - Complete 6 Hunting Survival Quests - Complete 4 Hunting Needs Quests - Complete 9 Kyrat Fashion Week Quests - Complete 8 Golden Path
Supplies Quests - Complete 4 Propaganda Center Quests - Complete 14 Hostage Rescue Quests - Complete 8 Armed Escort Quests - Complete 7 Bomb Defusing Quests - Complete 9 Kyrati Films: Racing Quests - Complete 9 Kyrati Films: Survival Quests - Destroy 3 Pagans Wrath Convoy - Take 3 charges - collect 20 lost letters - collect 20 Mohan Ghale's Journal - Collect 40
Mani Wheels - Destroy 55 masks by Yalung - Destroy 150 propaganda postersYou can explore Kyrat freely , even after you have completed each campaign mission. The 100% completion is not influenced by things like: - Fighting on the Arena - Ghale's Homesteads Upgrades - King Min's Kyrat Entries - Locations Discovered - Notes Read - Outpost Master Sessions - Defeated
Punitive Expeditions (defending the once conquered outposts) - Destroying New Convoys (more than essential 3) - Taking Over New Loads (more than essential 3) Next Main Quests Prologue Prev Basic S Weapons , ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App It's time to explore Kyrat The unofficial guide to the Far Cry 4 game is a comprehensive compendium of knowledge about the
most important aspects of gameplay, in the next episode of The Popular Series of FPS Games by Ubisoft. The unofficial guide to the Far Cry 4 game is a comprehensive compendium of knowledge about the most important aspects of gameplay, in the next episode of The Popular Series of FPS Games from Ubisoft. Inside, you'll find the complete walkthrough of single-player
campaign mode, as well as a list of dozens of additional optional tasks with hints on how to complete them. A detailed list of places where numerous places are marked, where you will find hundreds of collectibles that can be found on the world are scattered, you will also find inside. Most of the game time is used for liberating camps Fortresses of the army of Pagan Min. The guide
will not fail and describe each of them while suggesting the best available approach so that the player can easily and effectively free them from the enemies. Since Far Cry 4 is a typical shooter, the guide thoroughly describes every weapon and equipment available to the player, along with information about where to buy or find the desired device. In addition, the guide explains
each ability of the main character with its strengths and disadvantages as well as their application. Far Cry 4 was developed by Ubisoft Montreal Studio, which previously worked on the second episode of the series, which is set in Africa. In addition, each section of the French studio helped with the production of the game. The first part of the game was produced by Crytek in 2004,
and a year later Ubisoft took over responsibility for creating the series' sequels and console spin-offs. Far Cry 4 is the first part of the series to appear on the new generation consoles (PlayStation 4 and Xbox One). In this Far Cry guide, you will find:walkthrough for all major storyline missions, including detailed guidance and descriptions of the decisions to be made and their impact
on the story; A list of all available endings, along with a description of the steps you need to take to unlock them; A detailed list of all ancillary missions and guidance to ensure their implementation; A comprehensive list of outposts and fortresses of Pagan Min's army, along with the proposed tactics that allow you to conquer them in a secret way; descriptions of all available items,
their whereabouts and exact locations where you can find them, including their coordinates; Maps with the most important places around Kyrat, including a detailed list of all collectibles; a list of equipment and weapons available, together with information on their effectiveness and ways of unlocking them; A detailed description of all your character's abilities; The Basics chapter
covers many additional aspects that you will experience, such as the liberation of bell towers or hunting; A list of all repeatable activities, along with hints of tactics to be adopted. Norbert Norek Jedrychowski Next story and setting Author : Norbert Norek Jedrychowski for gamepressure.com Translator : Maciej Gajzlerowicz Last updated: May 5, 2016 Guide contains: 118 pages,
691 images, 5 maps and with notes. Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes to this guide. Page 3 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App It's Time to Explore Kyrat The unofficial guide to the Far Cry 4 game is a Compendium of knowledge about the most important aspects of gameplay, in the next episode of the popular series of FPS
games from Ubisoft. The unofficial guide to the Far Cry 4 game is a comprehensive compendium of knowledge the most important aspects of gameplay, in the next episode of the popular series of FPS games from Ubisoft. Inside, you'll find the complete walkthrough of single-player campaign mode, as well as a list of dozens of additional optional tasks with hints on how to
complete them. A detailed list of places where numerous places are marked, where you will find hundreds of collectibles scattered around the world, can also be found inside. Most of the game time is used to liberate camps and fortresses of Pagan Min's army. The guide will not fail and describe each of them while suggesting the best available approach so that the player can
easily and effectively free them from the enemies. Since Far Cry 4 is a typical shooter, the guide thoroughly describes every weapon and equipment available to the player, along with information about where to buy or find the desired device. In addition, the guide explains each ability of the main character with its strengths and disadvantages as well as their application. Far Cry 4
was developed by Ubisoft Montreal Studio, which previously worked on the second episode of the series, which is set in Africa. In addition, each section of the French studio helped with the production of the game. The first part of the game was produced by Crytek in 2004, and a year later Ubisoft took over responsibility for creating the series' sequels and console spin-offs. Far
Cry 4 is the first part of the series to appear on the new generation consoles (PlayStation 4 and Xbox One). In this Far Cry guide, you will find:walkthrough for all major storyline missions, including detailed guidance and descriptions of the decisions to be made and their impact on the story; A list of all available endings, along with a description of the steps you need to take to
unlock them; A detailed list of all ancillary missions and guidance to ensure their implementation; A comprehensive list of outposts and fortresses of Pagan Min's army, along with the proposed tactics that allow you to conquer them in a secret way; descriptions of all available items, their whereabouts and exact locations where you can find them, including their coordinates; Maps
with the most important places around Kyrat, including a detailed list of all collectibles; a list of equipment and weapons available, together with information on their effectiveness and ways of unlocking them; A detailed description of all your character's abilities; The Basics chapter covers many additional aspects that you will experience, such as the liberation of bell towers or
hunting; A list of all repeatable activities, with references to tactics to be adopted. Norbert Norek Jedrychowski Next story and setting Author: Norbert Norek Jedrychowski for gamepressure.com Translator : Maciej Gajzlerowicz Last updated 2016 Guide includes: 118 pages, 691 images, 5 maps and annotated illustrations. Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes
to this guide. Page 4 Download Game Guide PDF, ePUB &amp; iBooks Free iOS App It's time to explore Kyrat The unofficial guide to the Far Cry 4 game is a comprehensive compendium of knowledge about the main aspects of gameplay, in the next episode of the popular series of FPS games from Ubisoft. The unofficial guide to the Far Cry 4 game is a comprehensive
compendium of knowledge about the most important aspects of gameplay, in the next episode of The Popular Series of FPS Games from Ubisoft. Inside, you'll find the complete walkthrough of single-player campaign mode, as well as a list of dozens of additional optional tasks with hints on how to complete them. A detailed list of places where numerous places are marked, where
you will find hundreds of collectibles scattered around the world, can also be found inside. Most of the game time is used to liberate camps and fortresses of Pagan Min's army. The guide will not fail and describe each of them while suggesting the best available approach so that the player can easily and effectively free them from the enemies. Since Far Cry 4 is a typical shooter,
the guide thoroughly describes every weapon and equipment available to the player, along with information about where to buy or find the desired device. In addition, the guide explains each ability of the main character with its strengths and disadvantages as well as their application. Far Cry 4 was developed by Ubisoft Montreal Studio, which previously worked on the second
episode of the series, which is set in Africa. In addition, each section of the French studio helped with the production of the game. The first part of the game was produced by Crytek in 2004, and a year later Ubisoft took over responsibility for creating the series' sequels and console spin-offs. Far Cry 4 is the first part of the series to appear on the new generation consoles
(PlayStation 4 and Xbox One). In this Far Cry guide, you will find:walkthrough for all major storyline missions, including detailed guidance and descriptions of the decisions to be made and their impact on the story; A list of all available endings, along with a description of the steps you need to take to unlock them; A detailed list of all ancillary missions and guidance to ensure their
implementation; A comprehensive list of outposts and fortresses of Pagan Min's army, along with the proposed tactics that allow you to conquer them in a secret way; descriptions of all available items, their and more accurate places where you can find them, including their coordinates; Maps with the most important places around Kyrat, including a detailed list of all collectibles;
List of equipment and weapons, as well as information on their effectiveness and the ways in which they can be unlocked; A detailed description of all your character's abilities; The Basics chapter covers many additional aspects that you will experience, such as the liberation of bell towers or hunting; A list of all repeatable activities, along with hints of tactics to be adopted. Norbert
Norek Jedrychowski Next story and setting Author : Norbert Norek Jedrychowski for gamepressure.com Translator : Maciej Gajzlerowicz Last updated: May 5, 2016 Guide contains: 118 pages, 691 images, 5 maps and with notes. Use the comments below to submit your updates and fixes to this guide. Guide.
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